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0. Introduction and notation. In this paper we study the condition that the

maximal right quotient (MRQ) ring Q [10, p. 106] of a right nonsingular ring R

with 1 is flat as a left i?-module. It is known [11, p. 134] that if Q is the classical

right quotient ring of R, then Q is flat as a left Ä-module. This is not always the

case with the MRQ ring of R: in §2 we obtain an ideal theoretic characterization

(Theorem 2.1) and a module theoretic characterization (Theorem 2.2) of a right

nonsingular ring R, all of whose regular right quotient rings are flat as left

Z?-modules; we also indicate the existence of a class of commutative rings R,

whose singular ideal is zero and for which the maximal quotient ring is not R-ftat.

Throughout this paper R denotes an associative ring with identity. A right

i?-module M is denoted MR; all /{-modules are unitary.

Let NR and MR be modules such that NB £ MR. We say that NR is large in MR

(MR is an essential extension of NR) if NR intersects nontrivially every nonzero

submodule of MR. A right ideal / or R is large in R if IR is large in RR.

For any module MR, L(MR) denotes the lattice of large submodules of MR.

Let MB be a module. We denote by Z(MR) the singular submodule of MR. If

for any x e M we set (0 : x) = {r e R \ xr = 0}, then

Z(MB) = {xeM\(0:x)eL(RR)}.

In particular Z(RR) denotes the singular (two-sided) ideal of RB and R is right

nonsingular if Z(RB) = (0).

A ring S containing R is a right quotient ring of R, if RB e L(SB).

Let S be a right quotient ring of R. It is easy to see that if IB e L(RB), then

IS e L(SS) and if As e L(SS), then (A n R)B e L(RB). For a module MR, M <g)B S is

a right R- and ¿'-module; it follows easily from the preceding observation that

Z((M ®RS)R)=Z((M ®R S)s) and hereafter we write Z(M <g> S). Also for any

left /{-module RN we write M (gi N for M <8>B A'' if no ambiguity arises.

A ring is regular in the sense of Von Neumann [16]. Characterizations of flatness

used frequently in this paper can be found in [10, pp. 132-135]. For all homological

notions the reader may consult [2].

This paper constitutes a portion of the author's doctoral dissertation at the

University of Wisconsin. The author is deeply indebted to Professor F. L.

Sandomierski, his advisor, for supplying many of the ideas included in what follows.
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1. Preliminaries. Let J? be a ring. In the following proposition we record

some well-known facts about large submodules. The proof of all but part (v) can be

essentially found in [7], [8], [13]. We prove part (v) below.

Proposition 1.1. Let M and N be right R-modules. The following statements are

then true:

(i) IfAR, BR e L(MR), then AnB,A+Be L(MB).

(ii) IfAReL(MR) andBRzMR such that AR^BR, then BReL(MR).

(iii) If AR^MR, then there exists BR£,MR such that A n B=(0) and A + B is

large in MR.

(iv) Iffe Horn« (MR, NR) and AReL(NR), thenf-\AR)eL(MR).

(v) ///eHoms (MR, NR),f an epimorphism, Z(NR) = (0) and AReL(MR), then

f(AB)eL(NR).

(vi) If Ay,..., Ane L(MR) and x%,..., xn e MR then

I = {re R\ xtreAi, i = 1,...,«} e L(RR).

Proof, (v). Let O^w e N and pick m ef~\n). The right ideal IR={r e R\mre A}

is large in R by (vi), so that nIR^(0) as Z(NR) = (0). There exists, hence, r eIR such

that nr t^O and since mr e A we have f(mr) = nr ef(A).   Q.E.D.

In [3, p. 459] Chase calls a right J?-module M finitely related if there exists an

exact sequence of right A-modules 0 -*■ KR -> FR -> MR -*■ 0 with FR free and both

FR and KR finitely generated. We generalize this concept below:

Definition 1.2. A right .R-module M is essentially finitely generated (MR is

EFG) if there exist finitely many elements my,..., mn of MR such that 2 miR

eL(MR).

Definition 1.3. A right i?-module M is essentially finitely related (MR is EFR)

if there exists an exact sequence 0 -> KR -> FR -> MR -*■ 0 with FR finitely generated

free and KR EFG.

If MR is EFR then any exact sequence 0 -> KR -> FR -> MR -> 0 will have the

property that KR is EFG whenever FR is finitely generated free ; this follows from a

result of Schanuel's contained in [15, p. 369].

To obtain our main results (§2) we need some lemmas :

Lemma 1.4. Let 0 -> KR -i> MR l>NR-^-0bean exact sequence of right R-modules

where K=kerf and i is the inclusion map. We have:

(a) IfKR, NR are EFG and Z(MR) = (0), then MR is EFG.

(b) IfZ(NR) = (0) andMR is EFG, then NR is EFG.

Proof, (b) follows easily from Proposition 1.1 (v), so we prove (a):

Let {ki : i=l,.. .,n}^KR,{n¡ : j=l,..., 1}^NR (finite sets), such that 2^ e

L(KR) and 2 n¡R e L(NR). Choose m, e/_1(«y) for j= 1,..., / and set Af¿ = 2( k\R

+ 2; fijR- We show next that M'ReL(MR). Let O^m e M. lff(m) = 0 then m e K

and there exists r e R such that 0#wr e 2 k^R^M'. Assume, next,/(/w)^0. There

exists r e R such that 0^f(m)r = «i/"iH-\-n¡r¡ e 2* n¡R. Set w' = /771rI+ • • • +
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»V,; clearly wVO and f(mr—w') = 0. If mr—m'=0 then 0^mr=m' e M', so

assume mr-m'^0. Since mr-m' e K it follows by Proposition 1.1 (vi) that /=

{x e R | (mr-m')x e 2¡ ^/?} eL(Rr) and since Z(MB) = (0), there exists ? e / such

that (w/-)r^0. Thus (mr-m')t=ke'ZikiR and 0^/w(ri) = w' + A: 6M'. We have

shown that for every Q^m e M, M' n mR^(0), hence AT eL(MR).   Q.E.D.

Lemma 1.5. Suppose R has a right quotient ring g and KR is an R-module such

that Z(KR) = (0). If K®RQ is finitely generated as a right Q-module, then KR

is EFG.

Proof. Let {kt (g) 1 : i= 1,..., n, kt e K) be a set of generators for K <g) g. Let

L be the submodule of K generated by the elements ku ..., kn. We show next that

LR is large in KR. Since Z(KR) = (0), the sequence (0) -> K -> K <8> g is exact [13,

Proposition 2.2], where the mapping is the canonical one: k-+k <g> 1. Now let

0/& e K; we have k ® 1 = ¿\i = i (k¡ (g> l)#f. The right ideal /ß={r e /î | q,r e R, i=

1,..., n) is large in R by Proposition 1.1 (vi) and since k <g> 1 is a nonsingular

element of K <g> (2 (being the image of one under monomorphism) it follows that

(Â: <g> l)/ñ^(0). Hence there is r e IR such that 0 ¥= (kr) <g¡ 1 = (k <g) 1>=2¡&í ®

If = Hi kifar) ® 1. It follows that 0^kr = J,kl(qir)eL and thus LÄ is large in

/<:„.    Q.E.D.
The following lemma due to Kaplansky [9, Lemma 4, p. 376] is stated here

because of its frequent use in the sequel :

Lemma 1.6 (Kaplansky). If P is a projective right (left) module over a regular

ring R, then any finitely generated submodule ofP is a direct summandofP.

We shall need the following characterization of a module MR which is EFR.

Proposition 1.7. Let R be a ring with Z(RR) = (0) and a right quotient ring Q

which is regular. A finitely generated right R-module M is EFR if and only ifM <8> Q

is projective as a right Q-module.

Proof. Only if. Let 0^ KBA+ FRL> MR-+0 be an exact sequence with FR

finitely generated free and KR EFG. Let ku ..., kn be finitely many elements of K

such that K' = 2?= i ktR e L(KR). It suffices to show that the exact sequence

K® QJ^F® QA*M <g> 0-^0 splits or equivalently i*(K ® Q) is a direct

summand of F ® Q. Let A be the right ß-submodule of F ® Q generated by

kt ® 1, i= 1,..., « in F (g) Q. By Lemma 1.6 AQ is a direct summand of F (g> Q.

The proof of this part will be complete if we show that AQ is large in i*(K ® Q).

Thus let 0/2i*i ® it e f*(/s: ® Q), xteK, qteQ. By Proposition l.l(vi),

I={r eR\qireR, all i} e L(RR) and since Z(i*(K <g> ß)) = (0) as Z(F <g> g) = (0),

there exists t e I such that 0^(2i x¡ ® qdt = J,i x( ® (qit) = J, Xi(qtt) ® 1 e AQ. It

follows that AQ is large in i*(K ® Q).

If part. Using the notation above we see that since M (g> Q is right g-projective,

i*(K <g> g) is a direct summand of F g) g and hence it is finitely generated as a
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right g-module. Let {x¡ (g 1 : x¡eK, i=\,.. .,n} be a set of generators for

i*(K (gB Q). The module Á^ = 2¡ x¡R is, then, large in KR. Indeed let O^k e K. As

KçF it is clear that k (g 1^0 in F<g Q and hence O^Â: ® 1=2(*> ® I)^¿ =

2i xt <g ̂ i e i"*(Ä' <g 0. As before 7={r e R | ^¡/- e R, all /} e L(i?B) so there exists

ie/such that 0^(^(8) l)r=2**i(tfi0 ® 1- In particular [&?-2 x^qd)] <g 1=0 and

hence 0^A:í = 2i *í(<7¡0 e #B. We have K'ReL(KR) and hence A"B is EFG or MR

is EFR.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 1.8. Let R be a ring with Z(RR) = (0) and let Q be a right quotient ring of

R.Ifl is any right ideal of R, then Z(I ® Q) = ker (I (g Q -► R <g 0.

Proof. If ,4 and 5 are right i?-modules and/e HomB (AR, BR), then it is clear

that f(Z(AR))QZ(BR). Now R®Q^Q and Z(ßB) = (0) as Z(/<B) = (0), so

Z(10 0sker (/ <g ß -> i? <g 0.

Conversely let « = 2 xx <g #¡ e 7 (g) 0 x, e /, q¡ e g such that 2 x{ <8> ?> -*■ 1 *i<7¡

=0. For every t eJ={r e R \ qtr e R, all i} we have (2 x¡ (g <7i)¿ = 2 **(*0 <g 1 =0.

Since / e L(7?B) we have (0 : u) e L(RR), by Proposition 1.1, and hence u e

Z(I<g 0. Thus ker(7® Q^R <g> 0£Z(/<g> 0 and this completes the proof

of the lemma.    Q.E.D.

We need the following characterization of flatness of a regular right quotient

ring:

Theorem 1.9. For any ring R with Z(RR) = (0), the following statements are

equivalent, for any regular right quotient ring Q of R:

(a) Q is flat as a left R-module.

(b) Z(I (g) 0 = (O)/or every finitely generated right ideal I.

(c) I (g) Q is Q-projective for every finitely generated right ideal of R.

Proof, (a) implies (b). By Lemma 1.8 and flatness of B0

(b) implies (c). For any finitely generated right ideal I or R, the sequence

0-»/(g) Q -» R (g) 0s exact by Lemma 1.8 and (b). Now I <g) Q is protective as a

right 0module follows from Lemma 1.6.

(c) implies (a). For any finitely generated right ideal / of R, I <g) Q is a sub-

module of a 0free module [2, p. 6], hence Z(I (g 0 = (O) as Z(0) = (O). Now (a)

follows from Lemma 1.8.    Q.E.D.

The proof of the following is essentially contained in [6, p. 953]; it is given here

for completeness.

Lemma 1.10. If M is a flat left R-module and I,J are right ideals of R, then

(I n J)M=IM n JM (the right-left symmetric of this also holds).

Proof. The image of (I n J) <g M in (I+J) <g) M is equal to the intersection

of the images of I (g) M and J (g M in (I+J) <g> Af, all images under homo-

morphisms induced by the obvious inclusions [1, Lemme 7, p. 32]. Since RM is flat,

the mapping 2 ax (g m¡ -> 2 ¿V«, from ^ (g M to ^M, for any right ideal ,4B of R,
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is an isomorphism [10, p. 132] (of abelian groups); under such an isomorphism

from (I+J) (g> M to (I+J)M we obtain (InJ)M=IM n JM.   Q.E.D.

The following is a generalization of a lemma by Chase [3, Lemma 2.2, p. 462]:

Lemma 1.11. Let M be any right R-module, Af=2"=i mxR a finitely generated

submodule ofM'„ and me M. Set N* = N+mR and F=XxR ©■ ■ -®xnR ®xn+1R,

a free right R-module. Let f: F-> N* be the R-epimorphism defined f(x^ = mu

\^iún andf(xn + 1) = m. Set K=kevf F^XxR ©■ ■ ■© xnR^F and K' = K n F'.

There exists an R-epimorphism g: K^(N : m), where (N : m) = {r e R | mr e N},

such that ker g = K'.

Proof. If ueK, then u = x1r1+x2r2+ ■ ■ ■ +xnrn + xn+1ru. Since 0=f(u) =

m1r1+ ■ ■ ■ +mnrn + mru, it follows that mru e N, hence that rue(N : m). Define *

by *(«) = ru for each u e K.    Q.E.D.

2. Flat regular quotient rings. We can now state and prove the first main

result of this paper: an ideal theoretic characterization of any ring R with Z(RR) =

(0) for which any regular right quotient ring is flat as a left /{-module. Every ring R

that satisfies Z(RR) = (0) has a regular right quotient ring, namely the MRQ

ring [7].

Theorem 2.1. Let R be a ring with Z(RR) = (0). If g is a regular right quotient

ring of R, then the following statements are equivalent:

(a) g is flat as a left R-module.

(b) Every finitely generated right ideal I of R is EFR.

(c) For any finitely generated right ideal I of R and any element a of R, (I : a) =

{reR\areI} is EFG.

(d) For any aeR, (0 : a) = {r e R \ ar = 0} is EFG and if Iu I2 are finitely

generated right ideals of R, then / n I2 is EFG.

Proof, (a) implies (d). Let aeR and a* : R -> aR be the /î-epimorphism defined

by a*(x) = ax for each x e R. The sequence 0 -> (0 : a) _1> /?_5^ aR -^ 0 is then exact,

where i is the inclusion map. It follows from (a) and [10, Propositon 1, p. 132] that

the following sequence is also exact.

(1) 0—>(0:a)Q-^Q—> aRQ—>0.

By regularity of g there exists idempotent e of g such that aRQ = aQ = eQ [16]. It

follows that (1) splits and, hence, there exists idempotent/of g such that(0 : a)Q =

fQ. Since (0 : a)g^(0 : a) <g) g it follows by Lemma 1.5 that (0 : a) is EFG.

To show the second part of (d) observe that IfQ,j—\, 2, are finitely generated

right ideals of g, hence /;g = eJg for idempotents e,, 7=1, 2 of g [16]. From

Lemma 1.10 and (a) we have (A n I2)Q = I1Q n /2g = e!g n e2g. Regularity of g

now gives (^ n /2)g = e3g for some idempotent e3 of g and Lemma 1.5 gives that

/ n I2 is EFG. We have (d).
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(d) implies (c). For any finitely generated right ideal I of R and element a of R

the sequence 0->(0: a)J-> (I:a)-^ln aR^-0 is exact (a*(x) = ax for each

x e (I: a)). From (d) we have (0 : a) and In aR are EFG so that (I: a) is EFG

follows from Lemma 1.4(a). We have (c).

(c) implies (b). Let 7=2"=t otR be a finitely generated right ideal of R. We

proceed by induction on n. For «= 1, I=ayR and /is EFR follows from the exact

sequence 0 -> (0 : ay) -> 7? il> ûijR -> 0 where (0 : flj) is EFG by (c). Assume now

that A is EFR whenever A is a right ideal of R generated by k elements where

fc<n<ooandn> 1. LetF=XyR ©■ ■ •© xnR, a free right .R-module, F' = XyR ©• • •

©Xn-yR^F and/: F->/ the i?-epimorphism defined by/(xi) = ai, lg/^n. Let

Ä"=ker/ I'=ayR+ ■ ■ ■ +an-yR and/the restriction off to F'. The sequences

i        f
(2) 0—>K—>F^->/—*0

and

i' f
(3) 0 —>K' —>F'^-*r —> 0

are exact where i and f are inclusion maps. The following exact sequence is

obtained from Lemma 1.11:

(4) 0—>K'—*K-$-*{r : an)—>0.

Now K' is EFG in (3) follows from induction assumption and the remark following

Definition 1.3. In (4) (/' : an) is EFG by (c) so Kis EFG follows from Lemma 1.4(a).

Now (2) gives that / is EFR. We have (b).

(b) implies (a). If / is any finitely generated right ideal of R (b) and Proposition

1.2 give that / (g Q is projective as a right 0module, hence Z(I rg> 0=(0). Now (a)

follows from Theorem 1.9.

The proof of the theorem is now complete.

Remarks. It is easy to check that statements (c) and (d) are respectively equivalent

to the following statements:

(c') If / is any right ideal of R which is EFG and a is any element of R, then

(/ : a) is EFG.

(d') (0 : a) is EFG for any element a of R. If Ix and I2 are EFG right ideals of R,

then Iy n I2 is EFG.

Thus in statements (c) and (d) of the preceding theorem, "finitely generated"

can be replaced by EFG.

The following are examples of rings belonging to the class of rings of Theorem

2.1:

(i) A right Noetherian ring R satisfies statement (d), for example, and if Z(RR) =

(0) then its MRQ ring is regular, hence flat as a left i?-module.

(ii) If R is right semihereditary then Z(RR) = (0) [5, p. 426] and any finitely

generated right ideal of R is EFR since it is projective.
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(iii) If/? is finite-dimensional as a right /{-module [13] and if Z(RR) = (0), then

any right ideal of R is EFG [13, Theorem 1.3] so (c), for example, holds. Such rings

are characterized in [13] and are those which have a semisimple (with d.c.c.)

MRQ ring g. Thus the semisimple MRQ ring g of a ring R is flat as a left R-

module [13, Theorem 2.7, p. 119].

Finally, we remark that statements (b), (c) and (d) of the theorem are internal

characterizations so that if R with Z(RR) = (0) has a regular right quotient ring,

which is flat as a left /{-module, then every regular right quotient ring of R, in

particular the MRQ ring of R, is flat as a left /{-module.

We next give a module-theoretic characterization of the rings of Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 2.2. Let R be a ring with Z(RR) = (0). If g is a regular right quotient

ring of R, the following statements are equivalent:

(a) RQ is flat.

(b) If MR is a finitely generated submodule of FB, free module of finite rank, then

MR is EFR.

(c) If MR is a finitely generated submodule of FR, free of finite rank, and xeF, then

(M : x) = {reR\xre M} is EFG.

(d) Let FR be a free module of finite rank. For any x e F, (0 : x) = {r e R | xr = 0}

is EFG, If Mx and M2 are finitely generated submodules of FB, then Mx n M2 is

EFG.

Proof, (a) implies (a). Let FR be free of rank « and x=(au..., an)eF,

at e R. Since (0 : x) =p|"=i (0 : aO, it follows from Theorem 2.1(d') that (0 : x)

is EFG.

To show the second part of (d) we see that (a) implies that the sequences

0 -> Mi (g g -> F (g) g, /'= 1, 2, and 0 -+ (Mx + M2) (g g -> F (g g are exact. By

Lemma 1.6, the right g-modules M¡ (g g, i'=l, 2 and (Mx + M2) (g g are g-

projective. A further application of Lemma 1.6 gives that the exact sequence

0 -> M2 (g g -y (Mx + M2) (g g -> My + M2\M2 ® g -> 0 splits. It follows that

MX\MX n M2 <g g is projective as a right g-module since Mx\My n M2 (g g^

My + MJMz <g g. Now the exact sequence 0 ->- (My n M2) <g g -> Mx <g g -+

My/My n M2 <g g ->- 0 splits and (M± n A/2) (g g is finitely generated as a right

g-module since My® Q is. Mi n M2 is EFG, follows from Lemma 1.5, as

Z(Mt n M2) = (0). We have (d).

(d) implies (c). For any x e F define x*: (M : x) -> M n x/{ by x*(r)=xr for

each r e (M : x), clearly an /{-epimorphism. We obtain the exact sequence

0 ->■ (0 : x) J*.(M : x)4M n x/{->- 0 and (c) follows from Lemma 1.4(a), since

(0 : x) and M n xR are both EFG by (d) and Z((M : x)) = (0) as (M : x)^RR.

(c) implies (b). Let MB = 2"=i w¡/{ be a finitely generated submodule of FR. We

proceed by induction on «, the number of generators of M. For « = 1 we have

MR=myR^ F and (0 : mj is EFG by (c). Now MR is EFR follows from the exact
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sequence 0^(0 : my)-L^ RuiL, myR->0 where mf(r)=myr for each r e R. Let

n > 1 and assume that LB is EFR whenever LR S FR and LR is generated by k

elements, k<n<co. The argument used in showing "(c) implies (b)" for Theorem

2.1 can be applied here to show that MR = 2?= y m{R is EFR.

(b) implies (a). Statement (b) of Theorem 2.1 is a special case of (b) of Theorem

2.2, so we have (a).

This completes the proof of the theorem.

We close with a word about a class of commutative nonsingular rings R for

which no regular quotient ring is i?-flat.

If R is a commutative ring and M a maximal ideal of R, we denote by RM the

quotient ring of R with respect to the multiplicatively closed set R — M [2, p. 141]

(and [4]).

Let {Ra : a e A} be a collection of valuation domains not all fields and all con-

taining a common field K. It follows from a result of Nagata [12] that there exists a

ring T with the following properties :

(a) For each ae A there exists a maximal ideal Ma of T such that TMa^Ra.

(b) For every maximal ideal M of T, TM^K or TM^Ra for some ae A.

(c) ris its own total quotient ring [4, p. 115].

From these we further deduce the following properties of T:

(1) ris not regular [4, Theorem 1, p. 110].

(2) Tis not semihereditary [4, Theorem 2, p. 113].

(3) If GWD (T) denotes the global weak dimension of T, then GWD (T)£ 1

[4, Proposition 11, p. 116].

It follows from (3) and [5, p. 426] that Z(/) = (0). Now any commutative ring /

with GWD (/) á 1 and maximal quotient ring /-flat, is semihereditary [14, Theorem

2.10]. From this and (2) it follows that the maximal quotient ring of Tis not /-flat.

From a remark following Theorem 2.1, no regular quotient ring of T is /-flat.
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